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What is the purpose of the DELTA DIALOG?
Since July 1, 2021, global artificial intelligence community The Yuan, has gathered 
more than 200 excellent contributors, and the tally of our published articles has 
neared 500. We are now extending our topic range from general AI technology issues 
to encompass AI philosophy, ethics, esthetics, and even governance and politics. In 
particular, the discussions of a series of major issues via The Yuan, such as ‘Prospects 
for AI in 2022’ and a ‘Call for Open Medical Data,’ have preliminarily made The Yuan 
a platform that sets AI agendas around the world.

DELTA DIALOG
We believe that, at this time when The Yuan community has been in existence for
almost a year and a half, it is now imperative to use another format to allow The
Yuan’s contributors to speak out on this platform. Therefore, we have specially
created a DELTA DIALOG program at this juncture. We hope that through this
program, our contributors can further elaborate their thoughts in a dialog format.

We believe a huge difference exists between a dialog and a written expression, and 
people can convey more meaning in a dialog than written words can.  At the same 
time, a written format pays attention to logic, but it also inhibits expression of 
people’s divergent ideas. These divergent thoughts are easier to hear in our 
conversations, and these seemingly random thoughts often bring us inspiration, 
fantasy, and even creativity.

Why do we call this show DELTA DIALOG?
A DELTA DIALOG is literally one between three persons, with each forming an angle
of this exchange. Why did we choose the concept of a triangle? The angle represents
an acute topic, while the triangle represents a balanced, rational, fair, and scientific
one.

Another meaning of DELTA DIALOG refers to the three distinguished guests who
participate in our program, representing three different positions. 1. The organizer
and questioner of the show, that is, our host; 2. The show’s commentator; and 3.
The show’s guests.



What does the moderator of a DELTA DIALOG do?
He is a young man;
He is a seeker;
He is humorous;
He may finally decide what form the show will take because he dominates the
conversation;
He knowledge of AI is limited, but he hopes to learn from his guests;
He has strong learning ability and is unafraid of guests correcting his mistakes;
He is talkative, but not long-winded; and
He does not stay shut out in the cold, and distinguished guests and commentators
will not feel lonely on the show.

What is the commentator’s role in the DELTA DIALOG?
He is a wise man;
He has experienced several eras of technological changes;
He is a sophisticated person;
He has his own fixed view of the future;
He likes the world to change, but at the same time has his own principles;
He likes to communicate with young people;
He adores new technology;
He has a scientific spirit;
He is rational, but also passionate;
He dares to speak his mind in the face of incorrect remarks; and
He is not an old grandfather, but a curious man disguised as an elder.

Who can become a distinguished guest in a DELTA DIALOG?
The Yuan’s contributors.



How do we record this show?
This is a cross-recorded program as a video and podcast. Thus, in recording the
program, we have to consider the needs of both video and podcast products.

Since the program is recorded in the form of a video conference, we require that the
screen and sound of the host, commentator and guests be recorded separately in
three channels.

The host/producer should require the three program participants to maintain a
stable image before participating in the recording of the program, and that the size of
the three in the screen should not be very different.

The sound should be stable and clear.

The three people participating in the program should turn off their mobile phones
and computers during recording of the program, which may appear in various pop-up
windows.

The recording personnel participating in the program should try to find a quiet
environment in which to participate in recording the program.

The program is to be divided into the following three parts: pre-recording, recording
and post-recording, to explain in detail how this program is recorded.

1. Before the program is recorded:
 Suitable guests are identified from among The Yuan’s contributors
 It is crucial to customize the topic according to the guest, since asking a guest to

talk about a topic s/he does not understand can produce a very scary result
 At least one planning meeting is convened with moderators, commentators, and

guests to understand the general direction of the discussion
 The host must undertake detailed preparations and understand the expertise of

the guests and the relevant knowledge of the topics they wish to discuss



2. During recording of the program:
 The host will introduce guests and commentators
 The main topic of the program is to be explained by the host
 The first question asked by the moderator must be an open-ended one
 The host should ask questions based on the most familiar part of the guest's

work content
 Commentators will support or disagree with the guest's remarks
 Note: The host will not disagree with the guest's point of view, but will ask

further questions
 The moderator should organize one discussion after another between guests

and the commentator

3. After the program is recorded:
 All materials are pored over
 All talking points are found
 Subsection titles are created based on the main points of the conversation
 If illustrations or image cut-outs are required, please mark these insertions
 Do a good job in material management, checking the quality of sound and

images
 If there is a need for corrections, devise a treatment plan
 Use subtitle software to do a good job of text collection for full-file programs

The editing requirements for DELTA DIALOG are not exceedingly high, and mainly
depend on the source quality of the three-way signals from guests, commentators,
and the host, and are tailored to suit these. It is recommended that the optimal
condition is to realize that the three signals can be recorded separately, so as to
maximize the quality of editing.

The social media framework for DELTA DIALOG is the same as that of ‘The Yuan.’ By
The Yuan:

sharing and interacting with contributors, as well as previews of shows and
audience recruitment;

sharing and interacting with contributors, as well as previews of shows and
audience recruitment;

sharing and interacting with contributors, as well as program previews and
audience recruitment; and

will be the primary carrier of video.



As an important video and audio product of The Yuan, we believe that short videos
are also an important part of the entire dissemination chain for this program.
Therefore, we encourage their propagation on as many short-video platforms as
possible.

Although short videos are very important for dissemination, we still attach great
importance to the depth of the program. Please note that DELTA DIALOG must be a
program more than 60 minutes in length that can reflect the importance of its
content. The recording of each program must reflect the future importance of this
topic.

Regarding systematic recording of programs. We request that, as a The Yuan video
product, DELTA DIALOG play a role in strengthening The Yuan 's selection of topics.
Therefore, we have initiated a series of more lively discussions based on a
contributor's existing works on The Yuan.

How to create an event while recording a program?
We do not want the recording of a DELTA DIALOG to be just a video or audio program:
it should also be able to develop into an event. This requires us to do a good job in
the dissemination of ‘this event’ in advance. This work is divided into the following
steps:

The topic selection is determined and promoted by the social media matrix;
guests invited to participate in the program are to promote themselves; and
promotion shall occur via popular ‘conference or event participation’
platforms.

Regarding external cooperation on DELTA DIALOG
1. Like The Yuan, the DELTA DIALOG will be open to external cooperation, and we are
willing to collaborate with all insightful individuals and organizations.
2. In addition to the programs produced by itself, DELTA DIALOG will also use its own
platform to introduce programs from partners. The imported programs will no longer
be limited to our own program design but have more forms of expression: one
person says, two people communicate, three, four and more people discuss.

How to plan a topic in depth?
Topic selection lies at the core of a discussion. When planning topics, we must first
proceed from the strengths of The Yuan and have a clear positioning for us, that is,
what topics our contributors can write and talk about. After this positioning is clear,
we will talk about planning.



Of course, the planning of topics that we are going to talk about here must entail
planning those topics that people are willing to listen to and read about. So, how
should we judge the value of our topic selection? I have summed up a formula here:
the contributor's personal strengths multiplied by the market demand equal the
topic’s selection value. The market demand here is how many people pay attention
to this topic.

Here we need to pay attention to the fact that this formula is a multiplication. If the
market demand is almost zero, then the contributor's strengths are of no value, and
vice versa. With this formula, everyone will have a clearer standard for judging their
topic selection in the future.

In the stage of planning the topic selection, we can simply divide the topic selection
into two types. One is hot topic selection, and the other is conventional topic
selection.

Hot topic selection has two cores: fast and accurate. Almost every year or every few
months some new terms, new concepts, and even new industries - such as the
Metaverse - have gradually emerged in recent years. If you can foresee it early or
plan such a topic before the vast majority of people do, then it is very fast content.

In the initial stage of a hotspot, if you want to be the fastest person, you don’t need 
to go too deeply into the topic selection. You should explain the hotspot clearly, a 
popular science content, explain why it appeared, the current state of its 
development, and look ahead into the future. I will analyze the opportunities and 
risks of entering this industry. This topic is basically the same. I believe that the 
listeners and audiences have great demand for such topics.

The most important point in the planning of such topics is that you must pay more
attention to industry hotspots and celebrity events. These can help you plan hot
topics. In a word, you must be fast.

The other type of selection is regular selection. General topic selection is very clear
for The Yuan, which is to invite contributors to participate in the discussion and
accept the challenges of what they have written.

*The Yuan first edited the version on 10 October 2022.


